Drug trough levels predict therapeutic responses to dose reduction of adalimumab for rheumatoid arthritis patients during 24 weeks of follow-up.
To evaluate the impact of adalimumab (ADA) dose-halving on therapeutic responses and drug levels, the differences in drug levels among patients with different therapeutic responses and the optimal baseline cut-off ADA levels for predicting persistent remission or low disease activity (LDA) at week 24 of dose-halving therapy in 64 RA patients who had already achieved LDA or remission at baseline. Anti-ADA antibody levels were determined by bridging ELISA, ADA levels were evaluated using sandwich ELISA and therapeutic responses were assessed by the 28-joint DAS change. The optimal cut-off drug levels for predicting persistent remission were determined by receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. At baseline, 25 (39.1%) and 39 (60.9%) patients had achieved remission and LDA, respectively. After 24 week ADA dose-halving, persistent remission was observed in 23 patients, remission turned LDA in 2 patients, persistent LDA in 24 patients and disease flare in 15 (23.5%) patients. Three patients who developed anti-ADA antibodies at week 24 of dose-halving had very low drug levels and disease flare. Among 61 anti-ADA antibody-negative patients, ADA levels declined by half after 24 weeks of dose-halving (median 5.5 vs 2.6 μg/ml). Baseline ADA levels were significantly higher in patients with persistent remission (median 10.5 μg/ml) or LDA (4.5 μg/ml) than in those with disease flare (0.9 μg/ml), indicating associations of ADA levels with therapeutic responses. An ADA level above the cut-off value of 6.4 μg/ml might predict persistent remission after dose-halving with high sensitivity and specificity. ADA dose-halving is feasible for patients who have achieved remission and sufficient drug levels. Drug level monitoring may help clinicians optimize the dosing regimen and prevent overtreatment for patients receiving anti-TNF-α therapy.